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Theory Statement 

± 

Combining regional characteristics of place, 
history, nature and building technology fosters a 
comfortable relationship for users with the 
environment. 

Facility Statennent 
The design is a mixed-use building near a 
downtown setting. Retail stores, a restaurant, 
and apartments will be incorporated into the 
building. The building will be multiple levels, 
rising above the surroundings buildings. Each 
level will be approximately 9,000 square feet. 
The facility will relate and reflect the historic 
nature of area and reflect the influence of local 
arts. 

Context Statement 
The site is at 1801 Buddy Holly Avenue in 
Lubbock, Texas. The site is situated in the area 
of Lubbock known as the Depot District. The 
Depot District is on the southern border of the 
downtown area of the city. The Eastern border 
of the Depot District is the only interstate 
highway through Lubbock. 
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Regionalism 
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Regionalism has been a popular movement in 
architecture several times in the past 100 years. 
The most recent regionalism effort challenged 
architects and designers to consider the context 
of the site in the design process. Regionalism 
encompasses "local culture, history, and 
mythology as well as environmental factors, to 
be prime determinants of form.'" Many elements 
make up regional context and should be 
considered when designing. Combining regional 
characteristics of place, history, nature and 
building technology fosters a comfortable 
relationship for users with the environment. 

1.1 West Texas sunsets show the beauty of living on the plains. 

1 1 + 
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Mackinac Island In Michigan decided to 
not allowed motorized vehicles on the 
Island near the turn of the 20th 
century. 

+ 

Designing with sense of place can be grasped in 
one simple expression: love of place.^ Design 
with place in mind honors topography of the 
and, vegetation of the area, traditional building 
materials, and building practices of the city.^ 
Topography is one of the key elements to a 
region. Some topographies vary greatly while 
others may slope slightly, or none at all. By 
keeping native vegetation in an area, water 
resources and habitats for wildlife are able to 
remain stabilized. A major cause of low air 
quality to an area is planting non-native plants, 
causing the possibility for pollens to be released 
into the air. 

Traditional building materials go beyond being a 
custom; they are able to tell the story of 
development in an area. Wood construction, for 
instance, mostly takes place in areas plentiful of 
wooded resources. Building practices of a city 
tie into traditional building materials. If a 
building practice is foreign to those constructing 
the building, time for construction increases 
while quality of the construction decreases. The 
workers and builders must be able to 
comprehend how to build the structure in order 
for it to be successfully built.^ 

Overall, it is probably most important to 
remember that "when the place loses its identity, 
man cannot any more identify with his 
environment."^ 
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History 
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1.3 The JA Ranch played an important role 
In the development of towns on the 
southern Texas plains. The main 
homestead remains to stand at Its 
headquarters. 

_+ 

History of an area can be many things, including 
a blend of cultures. Many North American cities 
are the result of a mix of many different people 
and backgrounds. As immigrants and pioneers 
settled in the cities, one of two things would 
traditionally happen. Either the new citizens 
would give up their culture and traditions and 
take on the predominant traits in their new city; 
or more commonly, the city would accept and 

}^, eventually integrate the new citizen's traditions 
I and cultures. "Every large city today is a 

dynamic cross roads of culture."^ Immigration 
brings new cultures to an existing city, forcing 
historic customs and norms to compete with new 
traditions, eventually morphing the two to create 
a new custom.^ 

More dominant than culture is the actual history 
of a place. Many cities in the United States are 
less than two hundred years old, and for many 
years have relied on the building traditions of 
those who created the city. North American 
cities have a disadvantage in the aspect of 
history, the disadvantage of being young 
compared to European and Asian cities. Many 
buildings in European and Asian cities have been 
in existence for hundreds, possibly thousands of 
years. These historic buildings display important 
design principles and are more than a mere 
collection of forms.' Although cities in the 
United States are young in comparison, their 
histories should still remain an important factor 
in the design of new buildings within the city at 
hand. 
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History 

Nature 

1.4 Luis Barragan developed landscapes 
along with residential structures In an 
effort to connect to the earth. 

Advancements in technology and building 
techniques have made designing based solely 
upon historic example very difficult. One 
inevitable trait in the progress of time is change. 
"Change is most successful when it is fresh but 
not too radical or too abrupt, so that it 'rhymes' 
with a familiar imagery." Change should not take 
place too quickly in order to maintain history's 
meaning and power.^ 

Sensitivity to a building's environment makes 
site-specific design fundamental.'" The 

f incorporation of nature in a built environment 
mT^\\ includes considerations of natural elements, such 

\' as daylight and prevailing winds patterns, as well 
as the incorporation of human nature, like the 
five senses. One method of offering a 
connection to the natural would be 
"extraordinary sensitivity towards local 

'>̂  materials, craft work, and above all, to the 
^ subtleties of local light.'"' Consideration of the 

five senses makes architecture one of the few 
arts that can truly and fully be experienced by all 
people.'^ Incorporation of sights, smells, and 
touchable surfaces allow users to not only 
admire their environment, but to take with them 
a sense of belonging. 
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Monastery In Mexico shows older 
building practices. 

Regionalism 
updated 

+ 

The most difficult element to include in a 
regional building is technology. Traditionally, 
technology has not been a consideration when 
designing with region in mind. Traditional 
building materials and historic methods of 
building often dictate what methods and 
practices should be used in building. (Seel.5) 
While buildings should be firmly planted in their 
environment, they should also explore the 
possibilities that the past one hundred years has 
made for building practices. The discoveries of 
steel and reinforced concrete have given building 
practices more freedom throughout the years, 
changing building methods for generations. One 
example of this freedom would be wall openings. 
Wall openings no longer must be dictated by 
brick, block, or stone, giving freedom of layout 
and the challenge of exploration of natural light. 

The essence of regionalism is a resistance of the 
growing fact of universal civilization. Universal 
civilization is best defined as cities and regions 
becoming indistinguishable from each other due 
to the fact that the same elements and very 
similar structures can be found in most cities. 
The most common example for universal 
civilization would be large food chains, such as 
McDonalds, Applebee's, or Chili's. No matter 
which city of considerable size one person may 
visit, these restaurants may be found. 

+ 
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Regionalism 
updated 

Philip Johnsonjis one of the few skyscrapers 
that defines New York's skyline. Modern 
technology combines with sense of place to 
create the well-known building. 

+ 

The fact that these restaurants may be found in 
a number of cities does not solely make them 
universal. The universal element comes into 
play when each of the restaurants have similar 
layouts and similar decorative elements. 

Before industrialization, characteristics of 
regionalism could be found in every building and 
environment. Individual buildings took on their 
own unique characteristics and traits. 
Industrialization brought about widespread 
availability of many building materials and 
building ideas, and has also led industrialization 
to no longer make technological sense, or even 
practical.'^ 

One extreme idea of regionalism would require 
that no two buildings be alike in design or 
nature. Vernacular building methods would 
dominate over technological advancements, 
practically negating technological advancements. 
Rather than taking the extreme route, a regional 
building should take on characteristics of place 
while simultaneously considering technology. 
The underlying issue in combating universal 
civilization is: "if universal building types are 
unavoidable, they can still be adapted to local 
climatic, site, and social conditions.'"^ 

One of the key issues of regionalism is for 
designers to keep in mind that "it hopes to 
establish and find an existential foothold - not 
against the future but against placeless 
internationalism." '̂  

+ 
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Regionalism in 
Lubbock 

Place - challenge 

+ 

Buildings in Lubbock, Texas should respond to 
the regional issues of place, history, nature, and 
technology. Exploring each issue gives a 
designer an idea of what characteristics should 
go into a building in order to attain a sense of 
belonging in its environment. 

Lubbock is located in the southern portion of the 
plains region of the United States, in the 
southern panhandle of Texas. Lubbock is 
centrally located with a number of smaller towns 
within a 30-60 mile radius. The central location 
has given Lubbock the nickname "The Hub City." 
The centralized location of Lubbock also makes it 
the main commercial area for the surrounding 
smaller communities. 

The site itself is located in the Depot District of 
Lubbock, near downtown. The Depot District 
serves as the main night-entertainment area, 
giving the advantage of attraction to the site. 
The area was one of the first few neighborhoods 
to be developed in Lubbock. The area has been 
undergoing revitalization since the 1990's in an 
effort to bring life back to the downtown area of 
the city. Many of the buildings in the area were 
originally warehouses or small-scale commercial 
buildings. These buildings have been renovated 
into a number of restaurants, clubs, and other 
entertainment venues with a few dispersed 
commercial buildings. 

+ 
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Place - response 

+ 

J-

The site at hand should respond to the 
revitalization effort. Commercial facilities would 
bring revenue to the area. An apartment facility 
would bring life to the area when the commercial 
businesses are not in operation. Both of these 
functions would help increase the density of the 
area, which in turn would help revitalize the 
downtown setting of the site. 

History - challenge The city of Lubbock is officially less than 150 
years old, making it relatively young compared 
to other cities in the United States. The city has 
had an agricultural influence throughout its 
history. Ranching was the first agricultural 
industry in the area.'^ The development of 

L M J L J J ^ H H ^ windmills and the plow allowed farming to 
r'(.iwiTnfT..: -,'R---^ quickly take the place of ranches that dotted the 

plains, as underground water became more 
easily accessible. Large-scale transportation 
first came to Lubbock in the form of the railroad 
in October of 1909.'' Means of transportation has 

for Lubbock is now the Buddy Changed through the years. Three major airlines 
Holly Center, a museum for pow serve the City while the railroad is reserved 
one of the many music ^ freight purposes. The Depot District was 
legends from Lubbock. . ., ^ , u i.u u *. • 

greatly influenced early on by the nearby tram 
depot. With the shift in transportation trends, 
the area has been revitalized as an arts and 
entertainment area for the city and continues to 
provide a large portion of night-life. 
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History - response 

1.3 Windmills on the plains. 
W 
or Jer to provide water and 
er 

+ 

History is a very important part of the Depot 
District. History of the area is apparent through 
the structures in the area - as many of the 
buildings are clad in brick. This cladding gives 
the area an urban feel and look, as well as 
connects the area to the nearby downtown 
Central Business District. Historic buildings 
surrounding the site should be respected, but 
not overwhelmed or mimicked. As many of the 
historic buildings were used for warehouses or 
commercial uses, open floor plans are favorable. 

Nature - challenge Because of its geographic location, Lubbock has 
a large number of days of sunshine throughout 
the year. The potential for high temperatures in 
the summer months gives need for shading 
devices to be used in the warmer months of the 
year, while allowing the sun to penetrate and 
naturally warm built environments in the cooler 
months. ndmllls harness nature In 

ergy. 

1.10 A light sanctuary 
shows play of light in 

a meditation space on 
the United World 

College campus in Las 
Vegas, New Mexico. 
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Nature - challenge j he geographic location of Lubbock also gives a 

tendency for the prevailing winds to be adequate 
for ventilation purposes when the climate is 
favorable. Vegetation in the area has need to be 
hearty, as the average rainfall for the city is 
18".'^ Grasses and shrubs are mostly 
predominant in the area (see 1.11). Local 
building materials in the area are predominately 
brick and stone, as trees do not naturally grow 
in large clusters, nor at a fast pace around 
Lubbock. 

i 
1.11 Vegetation near the site. 

response The abundance of sunshine in Lubbock should be 
taken advantage of in building environments. 
Taking advance of this resource would allow for 
less lighting costs during the daytime hours. 
Passive-solar heating system would be efficient 
in the area as daytime and night-time 
temperatures range 10-40 degrees. 

The amount of available light can prove to be 
detrimental as well as beneficial. Excessive light 
leads to overheating of certain spaces in warmer 
months. The issue of heat from daylight may be 
addressed by providing shading devices on the 
southern and western edges of buildings, as 
previously mentioned. Another method that 
may be utilized would be the use of indirect light 
to illuminate spaces. 

10 
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Technology - challenge 

+ 
Technology in the Depot District area is mostly 
confined to older building practices, as the 
majority of the buildings were built before 1950. 
The challenge for building new structures in the 
Depot District area would be the decision of 
whether to contrast or compliment the 
surrounding structures. For instance, a building 
clad in glass would contrast with the surrounding 
brick buildings. Adding another brick building to 
the area may be more adequate in keeping a 
certain tone to the area. 

response \I^Y]\\Q no single response can be deemed as 
!'• ' j ^y totally correct or incorrect, the best approach for 

P^ maintaining regionalism in the Depot District 
' would be to mostly compliment the surrounding 
buildings. This would allow for some contrasting 
elements, such as wall opening on upper levels. 
The method of complimenting the surrounding 
buildings, however, does not require mimicking 
the historic brick. Variations of color or even a 
different cladding material that respects the 
historic feel of the area would be acceptable. 

construction of the previous 
building at 1801 Buddy Holly 
Avenue. 
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Morris Agency 
Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma'' 
by Elliott + Associates 

weathered farm buildings on a prairie. 

± 

The Morris Agency respects the Native American 
influences on the state of Oklahoma. The 
building exterior reflects the prairie grasses as 
well as red cedar trees through its use of 
materials. Each facade of the building accepts 
the challenges presented by the four cardinal 
directions by limiting or allowing light and 
climatic influences. The architect took 
advantage of indigenous landscaping in order to 
complete the effort of maintaining a sense of 
place. 

compliment the prairie sky. 
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Frost Bank'" 
by Lake/Flato Architects 

+ 
Lake/Flato Architects designed this bank Fair 
Oaks, Texas, a suburb of San Antonio. The 
building is sheltered from the nearby highway 
by oak trees. The masonry walls that compose 
the walls resemble glass-filled ruins and old 
silos. The stonework technique resembles the 
German influence on the area. Light is an 
import part of the site as well, as Lake/Flato 
Architects designed the windows so that light 
would be brought into the bank indirectly 
through clerestory windows. 

1.15 The entrv is announced bv octagonal "s i lo^Between two stone "ruin" walls 

±. JL 
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Heierding Building 
O k l a h o m a C i t y , The restoration of the Heierding Building pays 

close attention to light. The interior of the 
building was destroyed by fire in 1986. Elliot 
reclaimed the interior by designing around play 
on light. The building sets in a downtown 
location, making a statement on the importance 
of preservation. 

+ 

Oklahoma^' 
by Elliott + Associates 

downtown setting promotes consideration 
of the past. 

gallery of the future and past with 
salvaged timbers from the original building. 

14 
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Mission Statement 
The design is a mixed-use building near a 
downtown setting. Retail stores, a restaurant, 
and apartments and a garage parking area for 
the apartment residents will be incorporated into 
the building. The total net square footage of the 
building will be 28,000 square feet and a gross 
square footage of approximately 39,000 square 
feet. Retail will take 2 1 % of this space, with 
2 1 % of building going to the restaurant, 33% of 
the building housing apartments, and 25% of 
the building for parking. The building will be 
multiple levels, rising above the surrounding 
buildings. Each level will be range between 
7,900 to 15,200 square feet. The facility will 
relate to and reflect the historic nature of area 
and reflect the influence of local arts. 

T 

J 

a 
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2.1 Pronriinent entry for the lobby area 
makes the entry for the restaurants 
and apartments more visible. 

± 

Issue - Accessibility (see 2.1) 

Goal - Provide an easily seen and easily 
accessible space to serve as a ground-level entry 
area for the restaurant and apartments. 

Performance requirement - Provide a prominent 
entrance to the lobby space. Provide signage 
inside and outside of the lobby for access to the 
restaurant space on the second level. 

Issue - Circulation (see 2.2) 

Goal - Attain efficient means of vertical 
transportation, no matter the ability or disability 
of patrons. 

Performance requirement - Provide two sets of 
stairwells. The first stairwell will provide access 
to the above ground floor levels of the building. 
The second stairwell will primarily be fire stairs 
and consider means of fire protection. An 
elevator will be provided as well for persons with 
disabilities as well as delivery purposes for the 
second level restaurant space. 

2.2 The lobby serves as the main circulation 
area for the building with one of the 
stairways and the elevator. 

18 
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Issue - Security (see 2.3) 

Goal - To provide a safe environment for retail in 
the Depot District. 

Performance requirement - Decrease possibility 
of vandalism by increasing activity around the 
building. Large sidewalks promote outdoor 
activities around the area. Decrease the 
possibility of theft by providing security features, 
such as an alarm system and possible security 

2.3 - large sidewalks buffering g u a r d , 
the building from the street 

Issue - Accessibility (see 2.4) 

Goal - To provide easy access for both 
pedestrians and vehicles to access the retail 
spaces for reasons of sales, service, and 
delivery. 

Performance requirement - Retail spaces should 
be accessible to street level in order to 
encourage pedestrians to visit the shopping 
spaces. Service and delivery trucks should be 
considered in design. One method would be to 
provide door openings that would allow delivery. 

Issue - Aesthetics (see 2.4) 

Goal - Create an environment that attracts 
customers to the retail spaces. 

Performance requirement - Provide each retail 
space with a street display area to promote self 
advertising. Display space should face the street 
and sidewalk and include signage. 

2.4 - Off-street access for 
retail spaces gives accessibility 
as well as interaction with the 
street and passer-bys. 

19 
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Restaurant issue - comfort (see 2.5) 

Goal - Create an environment that promotes 
socializing in an informal setting and encourages 
customers to return. Outdoor spaces may be 
provided if space allows. 

Performance requirement - Provide ample table 
space for dining and socializing purposes. Table 
sizes should be mixed in capacity and movable 
for ease of arrangement (ranging from 2-6 
people per table). 

Issue - Accessibility (see 2.6) 

Goal - Provide an environment that is accessible 
to patrons, no matter their ability, as well as 
accessible for deliver and service purposes. 

Performance requirement - Provide direct access 
from lobby area via stairs and/or elevator if 
above street level. A large elevator should be 

2.6 Direct access from the lobby Provided if above Street level for delivery 
to the restaurant entry area. purpOSeS. 

2.5 - Moderate-sized tables 
spaced apart for ease in traffic 
flow. 

5^m 

O 
O O 

O 
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O 

2.7 Providing a stage allows for 
various forms of entertainment. 

Issue - Aesthetics (see 2.7) 

Goal - Relate to the Depot District by providing 
an atmosphere that supports night-life 
entertainment. 

Performance requirement - Provide an area for 
entertainment on a stage. Tables should be 
placed around the stage for patrons to enjoy the 
entertainment provided. 

T 
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Apartments Issue - Security (see 2.8) 

Goal - Provide dwelling units that promote 
safety and well-being for residents. 

Performance requirement - Restriction of access 
from street level and restaurant level to only 
residents. 

Issue - Privacy (see 2.9) 

Goal - Promote the ability for residents to retain 
2.8 Secure lobby area provides ̂ .^gir privacy in a "downtown" setting adjacent to 
safety for apartment residents. , „ . 

commercial, restaurant, & entertainment 
facilities. 

Performance requirement - Apartment units 
should be above street level. Outdoor areas 
should provide a "buffer" between street 
activities and indoor areas of the units. 

2.9 Outdoor spaces buffer the 
dwellings from the street. 

WOO?. '^HLl 

01 

Om)00? SPACE 

B VENTILATION 

VR(l\Q^\m 

Issue - Nature interaction (see 2.10) 

Goal - Incorporate elements of nature into 
dwelling units. 

Performance requirement - Incorporate daylight 
and natural ventilation (in favorable weather and 
conditions) into each dwelling unit. Each 
apartment unit should be provided with an 
outdoor space, whether private or shared with 
other tenants. 

2.10 Operable windows provide 
daylighting and ventilation. 

21 ^ 
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Garage Parking issue - security (see 2.11) 

2.11 Secure lobby area 
provides safety for garage 
users. 

VEiiaAfiai 

VEIiriLAflON 

Goal - Provide a safe and secure parking area 
for residents of the apartment spaces in the 
building. 

Performance requirement - Restrict access to 
the parking area by providing limiting entry for 
vehicles and pedestrians through any wall 
opening. 

Issue - Ventilation (see 2.12) 

Goal - Provide a parking area that is free of 
harmful vehicle emissions. 

Performance requirement - Provide wall 
openings in order to allow air circulate in the 
space. Provide mechanized ventilation to 
improve air circulation if needed. 

2.12 Wall openings provide 
ventilation for the garage space. 

22 
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Facility Organization 

-1-

2.13 - organization based on space. 
23 
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Facility Organization 

2.14 - Organization based on activity. 
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b y S t e m S A n a l y s i s ^^^^^ systems the facility will incorporate 

include: structural, daylighting, natural 
ventilation, and circulation. 

The structural system will be required to carry 
loads for three to four levels of occupancy. A 
steel bay grid would be most efficient for the 
loads required as well as provide more of an 
open plan and facade. (See 2.15) 

+ 
s 

2.17 Exterior overhang protects 
west-facing windows. 

/ 2.16 Indirect daylight 
/ through a skylight. 

Daylighting may be 
achieved through wall 
openings. Doors and 
windows with 
transparent qualities 
allow natural daylight 
to pass through them. 
Light may be direct or 
indirect. Facades 
facing west will need 
shading devices to 
protect from 
overheating in the 
warmer months of the -
year. (See 2.16 - 2.18) 2.18 Direct daylight through 

operable windows. 

25 
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Systems Analysis 

Natural Ventilation Natural ventilation may also be achieved by wall 
openings. Operable windows and also 
ventilating slats are two methods to consider for 
ventilation purposes. (See 2.19) 

2.19 Operable windows and slats allows natura 
ventilation to enter and exit interior spaces. 

Circulation k 
2.20 Code states 
stairways must be at 
least 48" wldejwith 
landings just as wide. 
Doors must be at least 
36" wide for I 
accessibility purposes. 

-k 

Circulation involves both horizontal and vertical 
means. Hallways should be at least 5 feet wide 
whenever possible to allow multiple people to 
use them simultaneously. An elevator should be 
accessible for all levels above ground level. At 
least two sets of stairs should be provided. One 
set of stairs will be designed specifically for 
emergency exit purposes and meet the 
stipulations of such an exit. (See 2.20 & 2.21) 

2 

2.21 Hallways 
and corridors 
should be at 
east 5' wide 
for ease in 
passage. 
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General Space Analysis 

Spaces & Requirements 
The facility will consist of lobby areas (pg. 28), 
retail spaces (pg. 29), a restaurant (pg. 30), 
apartments (pg. 31), and a garage parking area 
(pg. 32). 

'^Lobby - 1,000 square feet per level, on three 
levels. 

"^Retail - 4 small spaces at 1,250 square feet 
each 

- 1 medium space at 2,000 square feet 

"^Restaurant - 1 restaurant at 6,000 square feet 

"^Apartments - 5 - 1 bedroom apartments at 700 
square feet each 

- 5 - 2 bedroom apartments at 
1,000 square feet each 

"^Garage - 15 standard parking spaces 
- minimum one handicap parking space 

I LOBBr I 

2.22 Spatial bubble diagram. 
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Lobby Space Analysis 

Spaces 

Users 

Requirements 

2.23 Spatial bubble diagram. 

The lobby will consist of an entry, an elevator, 
stairs, and service spaces. Each of the first 
three levels will have a lobby. 

"^Entry - 400 square feet 
"^Elevators - 150 square feet 
"^Stairs - 150 square feet 
<*Services - 300 square feet 

Users of the lobby spaces will be patrons to the 
restaurant and tenants and visitors of the 
apartments. 

The lobby will be required to be ADA compliant. 
"^Access to the main stairway and elevator will be 

provided to the public during hours of operation 
for the restaurant and through secure means 
24/7 for apartment access. 

"̂ The lobby should be provided with signage 
directing patrons to the restaurant. 

">The entry space of the lobby will have 
daylighting whenever possible. 

"̂ The service space will house mechanical and 
electrical services and access for each level. 

s 

¥ 
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Retail Space Analysis 

+ 

Spaces 

Users 

Requirements 

CASHirH 

DIRECT ACCESS 
rnnr. C '•..<-' :• 
KOACceaa 

STOVGC 

The retail spaces will be housed on the same 
level. There will be 4 small retail spaces and 1 
medium sized retail space. Each retail space wil 
consist of the following at varying sizes: 

"^Entry 
"^Sales floor 
"^Cashier 
"^Offices 
^Storage 

Users of the retail space will be patrons and 
employees of the spaces. Tenants should be 
locally based or small-franchises. 

"̂ Each retail space will be ADA compliant and 
accessible. 

"̂ The sales floor should have indirect daylight as 
one lighting source. 

"̂ The entry of each retail space should have 
daylight as one lighting source. 

"̂ The entry should face the street in at least one 
direction and include a display area for self-
advertisement purposes. 

"̂ The cashier should have direct and unblocked 
vision of the entry. 

2.24 Spatial bubble diagram. 

5 
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Restaurant Space Analysis 

+ 

Spaces 

Users 

Requirements 

onitcTntrtM 

The restaurant space will be of generous size 
(approximately 6,000 square feet). The 
restaurant space should be accessible from the 
street level by stairs and elevators located in the 
lobby space. The restaurant will consist of the 
following: 

"^Entry 
"^Dining area 
"---Bar 
"^Kitchen 
"^Storage (dry and cold) 
"^Restroom facilities 

5 

Users of the restaurant wil 
employees. 

be patrons and 

"̂ The restaurant will be ADA compliant and 
accessible. 

"̂ The entry should have indirect or direct 
daylighting as at least one source of light if 
possible. 

"̂ The dining area should have direct daylight as 
at least one source of light. 

"̂ The bar should have indirect daylight as at least 
one source of light. 

"̂ The office should have direct daylight as at 
least one source of light if possible. 

"̂ An outdoor dining area with additional seating 
should be considered if possible, but is not 
required. 

2.25 Spatial bubble diagram. 
30 
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Apartment Space Analysis 
Spaces The apartments will be one or two level and 

accessible from the third level of the building 
facility. Two bedroom apartments will be two 
level, while the one bedroom apartments ideally 
will be one level. Each apartment will include 
the following spaces: 

^Living area 
<*Dining area 
^'Kitchen 
"^Bedroom (1 or 2) 
<*Bathroom (1 or 2, to compliment bedrooms) 
^'Storage 

Users & Requirements 
Users of the apartments will be tenants and 
visitors. Because of the location in the city and 
the surrounding businesses, tenants are 
encouraged to be single or families without 
children. Dwellers of the apartments should be 
able to take advantage of the retail spaces and 
restaurant in the lower levels of the facility. 
At least one apartment of each size should be 
ADA compliant and accessible. 
"̂ The living area, kitchen, and bedroom should 

have direct daylight as at least one source of 
light. 

"̂ The dining room should have indirect daylight 
as at least one source of light. 

"̂ Each apartment should have an accompanying 
''̂ •^^-' " shared or private outdoor space of at least 48 

2.26 Spatial bubble diagram, s q u a r e f e e t . 

5 
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Garage Space Analysis 

4-

Spaces The Garage will be located on and accessed from 
the ground level. Consideration of larger 
vehicles should be incorporated into both access 
and parking means. At least fifteen parking 
spaces shall be provided with at least one space 
handicap accessible. A secure lobby space, 
protected from the elements shall be made 
available to residents to have access to the 
upper apartment level. 

Users 8L Requirements 
Users of the garage will be mostly apartment 
residents and their visitors. Access to the 
garage should be secure to limit street access 
and provide security. 

li 

+ 
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2.27 Spatial bubble diagram. 
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AMLI Downtown 
Apartments^ 
I by AMLI Residential 
Construction 

The AMLI Downtown Apartments facility is 
located in downtown Austin, Texas. It is a 
mixed-use facility with retail on the first floor 
and apartments above. Following are a few 
important concepts: 

- The apartment facility has twelve different floor 
plans for sixteen apartments, giving almost each 
apartment a different layout. 
- The floors are finished and score concrete - not 
a common site in residential dwellings. 
- Every apartment has an outdoor balcony area, 
also varying in size and layout. 
- The apartment facility is within walking 
distance of Austin's main "night-life" area, the 
Warehouse District. 

±. + 
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The Pasta House^ 
by Marve Cooper Design 

The Pasta House is located in St. Louis, Missouri, The 
interior of the restaurant has a recurring pasta theme as 
structural and decorative elements represent various 
pastas, The interior has o comfortable and casual feel. 
The tables ore placed with traffic flow In mind. The 
tables ore a mix of fixed and movable seating, giving 
variety to the possibility of layout. 

Ifrtdustrl^l metals and brick welcome ^ 
patrons to a factory-like setting. 

+ + 
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Reston Town 
Center' 
by RTKL Architects 

shopping expdrlences in the town center. 

±. 

Reston Town Center, in Reston, Virginia, creates 
a "Main Street" character for the commercial 
portion of the town. The area creates a unified 
four block area that relates to the "original 
Reston."' RTKL Architects used a variety of 
materials and colors to give the buildings a 
common theme while giving each building 
identity. 

small shops facing the street. 

35 
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Lobby and Retail Spaces 
Lobby 

spaces 

entry 
elevators 
stairs 
services 
Total 

square footage 

400 
150 
150 
300 

1,000 sq.f t . 

*1 Lobby on each level (3 levels) 
Total for building 

Retail 

SMALL RETAIL 
entry 
sales floor 
cashier 
office 
storage 
Total 

*4 small retail spaces 
Total for build 

MEDIUM RETAIL 
entry 
sales floor 
cashier 
office 
storage 
Total 

*1 medium retail space 
Total for build 

ng 

ng 

3,000 sq. ft. 

100 
600 
100 
150 
300 

1,250 sq. ft 

5,000 sq. ft. 

100 
800 
300 
200 
600 

2,000 sq. ft. 

2,000 sq. ft. 
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Restaurant Space 

spaces sq 

entry 
dining space 
bar 
kitchen 
storage 
dry storage 
cold storage 
restrooms 
Total 

*1 restaurant 
Total for building 

uare footage 

400 
1,800 
1,300 

600 
300 
300 
300 

1,000 
6,000 sq. ft. 

6,000 sq. ft. 

+ 
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Apartment Spaces 

spaces square footage 

ONE BEDROOM 
living 150 
dining 100 
kitchen 100 
bath 100 
bedroom 175 
storage 75 
Total 700 sq. ft. 

*5 one bedroom apartments 
Total for building 3,500 sq. ft. 

TWO BEDROOM 
living 175 
dining 125 
kitchen 125 
large bath 100 
large bedroom 175 
small bath 75 
small bedroom 125 
storage 100 
Total 1,000 sq. ft. 

*5 two bedroom apartments 
Total for building 5,000 sq. ft. 

spaces square footage 

G a r a g e Park ing 16 Parking spaces @ 9ft. X 18 ft. 2,600 
Circulation 3,500 
Lobby 1,000 

Total 7,100 

E 
^P 

^ ( 
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Sunnmary of Spaces 

spaces 

Lobby 
Retail 

Small 
Medium 

Restaurant 
Apartments 

One bedroom 
Two bedroom 

Garage Parking 

Total Net Square Footage 

40% Efficiency Ratio 

Total Gross Square Footage 

square footage 

3,000 sq.f t . 

5,000 sq. ft. 
2,000 sq. ft. 
6,000 sq. ft. 

3,500 sq. ft. 
5,000 sq. ft. 
7,100 sq.f t . 

31,600 sq.f t . 

12,640 sq. ft. 

44,240 sq. ft. 
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Overview The proposed site for the mixed use building is 

located at 1801 Buddy Holly Avenue in Lubbock, 
Texas (Figure 3.3). Lubbock is located in the 
southern panhandle portion of West Texas 
(Figure 3.1 & 3.2). 

3.1 Lubbock In comparison to 
major cities in the United States 

]1mi 

3.2 Tex^s counties. Lubboclcis 
located by the star. 

3.3 Map of Lubbock, showing 
major highways. The star 
locates the site. 

43 
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Built Context The site is at 1801 Buddy Holly Avenue in 
Lubbock, Texas. It is on the Southeast corner of 
the intersection of 18th and Buddy Holly, and 
spans to Ave G. The area is historic to Lubbock. 
Known as the "Depot District" it has been 
undergoing revitalization over the past few 
years. The western portion of the site was 
previously home to "The Red Door," a night-
entertainment establishment. The Red Door 
suffered from a catastrophic fire in 2003 and has 
not been redeveloped since. The eastern portion 
of the site is currently an open-air surface 
parking area. 
Before revitalization, the Depot District were 
warehouses and commercial buildings when 
constructed in the 1920's and 1930's. Many of 

mrnm 
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Located on the caprock in the South Plains, the 
site does not have a great abundance of natural 
features. Since the site is in the historic portion 
of Lubbock, it has been developed for many 
decades. In 2003, the facility that was on site 
suffered from a catastrophic fire. The majority 
of the remnants have been demolished, leaving 
only portions of walls. The site itself is home to 
a few remaining trees and weeds and grasses 
that have grown since the fire from the former 
occupying facility. The nature of the area does 
not lend itself to a great deal of vegetation, 
however landscaping may be found at the 
adjacent Buddy Holly Center. 

West Texas has become famous for beautiful 
sunsets, making one major asset to the site is 
the horizon. Upper levels of the facility would be 
able to benefit from breathtaking sunrises and 
sunsets. 

4-
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Historical Context 

3.9 Historic Cactus Theatre 

The Depot District gets its name from the 
adjacency of the Fort Worth & Denver South 
Plains Railway Depot, built in 1928. In a 
revitalization effort, the city bought the original 
depot and created the Buddy Holly Center and 
the Lubbock Regional Arts Center. 

Adjacent to the site is the Cactus Theatre. The 
Cactus has recently been restored to it's 1940 
condition and a number of shows play 

I throughout the year. 

The area now serves as a catalyst for the arts as 
well as providing night-time entertainment. 
Many of the buildings in the area date from the 
late 1920's to early 1930's. 

3.10 Historic Coca-Cola BottJing Plant 

i -i-
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Soc ia l , C u l t u r a l , & The Depot District has become one of the major 
Economic C o n t e x t s nightlife areas for Lubbock. It is home to many 

nightclubs and restaurants that provide locations 
for local bands and smaller bands to perform 
live. 

Within a mile to the north is the major business 
area of Lubbock. Two miles to the west of the 
site is Texas Tech University, as college students 
are vital to the Depot District. Only a few blocks 
away is a major transportation corridor for 
Lubbock - Interstate 27. The close proximity of 
this highway makes the Depot District accessible 
to a number of other West Texas towns. 
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Contextual Issues issue-History (see 3.13) 

of the building should not be diminished by 
new construction. 

3.14 Lobbies In the building 
provide display space for 
local art work. 

urr- rr. 

developed shown around the site. 

i 

Goal- Consider the history of the site - one of the 
oldest neighborhoods in Lubbock, 

Performance reouirement - Reflect but do not mimick 
the surrounding buildings. New construction should not 
dominate historic structures. 

Issue - Arts & Entertainment (see 3,14) 

Goal- Art has a strong influence in the area with the 
nearby Buddy Holly Center and Lubbock Regional Arts 
Center as well as the Cactus Theatre and many venues 
for local bonds to ploy 

Performance reouirement - Provide space for the 
expression of local talent Display space for local 
artwork will be provided In lobby areas, The restaurant 
will contain a space for live performances. 

Issue - Revitalization (see 3,15) 

Goal- The neighborhood should continue to be 
developed in order to help give life back to the 
downtown area, 

Performance reouirement - Addition of retail and 
dwelling spaces help bring life to the area. Encourage 
future growth by increasing the density of the area. 
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AMLI Downtown 
Apartments^ 
by AMLI Residential 
Construction 

The AMLI Downtown Apartments are located in 
the "2nd Street" district of Austin, Texas. This 
district is part of the downtown area, which has 
been undergoing revitalization for a number of 
years. The following are a few of the important 
aspects of this location: 

- Located within walking district of Austin's 
fc-q| major "night - life" area - the Warehouse district. 
Q : | - The area is located just a few blocks North of 
fr^ 3 Town Lake, which runs through the heart of 
p i Austin. 
" 3 8 " "^^^ downtown location is booming with new 

^ construction along with historic buildings. 
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Irvington Place 
Portland, Oregon^ 
by Sienna Architecture 
Company 

-^ 

3.19 Residential living in a 
downtown environment. 

Portland, Oregon has enforced strict rules 
against urban sprawl, forcing the city to develop 
into more dense areas. Irvington Place borders 
the historic Irvington District. Following are a 
few important aspects: 

- The nearby transportation corridor is served by 
public transportation. 
- The development has been "Increasing density 
without sacrificing the character of the 
neighborhood."^ 
- Five story retail/condominium development. 
- Privacy is a major consideration for the 
dwelling units by means of private entrances 
which are provided. 
- Gives 24-hour life to an area that could have 
otherwise gone to parking spaces for retail 
areas. 

3.20 Irvington Place street facade 
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Thesis Statement 
+ 

Combining regional characteristics of place, 
history, nature and building technology fosters a 
comfortable relationship for users with the 
environment. 

The design response considers place, history, 
nature, and building technology to create an 
environment that would potentially offer 
interaction between the users and the building 
as well as surrounding environment. 

Place is considered through use and placement 
of materials partnered with exterior pedestrian 
circulation. 

History of the site is seen through cladding as 
well as an open "warehouse" feeling of the floor 
plans. 

Nature is considered through incorporation of 
outdoor spaces as well as buffer zones on the 
West and South facing facades in response to 
the prominent West Texas sun. 

4.1 Exterior Perspective Building technology is incorporated into the 
design by incorporation of up-to-date building 
methods and the encouragement of natural 
ventilation. 
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P r e l i m i n a r y R e v i e w Three schemes were developed for the 

preliminary review. Two of the schemes were 
similar in site usage, with variations in locations 
of retail & restaurant spaces. 

The third scheme was unique in offering a 
pedestrian walkway along the southern edge of 
the site. This walkway offered a connection from 
the Buddy Holly Center to the East of the site 
with the entertainment venues to the West of 
the site. 

4,3 North Elevation - Scheme 1 """ • 
scale: unknown 

4.4 Floor Plan, Scheme 2 3,3,3: unkno;^n 
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4.5 West Elevation - Scheme 3 -

scale: unknown 

-L 

At the time of the preliminary review, the garage 
parking area was not a requirement. 
Consideration of parking needs urged the 
incorporation of a secure parking area for the 
residents of the upper-level apartments. The 
Eastern portion of the site was then added to the 
program. This also allowed for height reduction 
to achieve a more balanced scale. 

The third scheme was chosen for development. 
The walkway allows a pedestrian connection to 
the surrounding entertainment venues, however 
the square footage for the retail spaces would be 
reduced. By bridging the alley, each of the 
apartments would meet the desired square 
footage and allow outdoor space. 

4.6 First Floor Plan - Scheme 3 

+ 
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+ 
M i d - P r o j e c t R e v i e w The overall layout of the project was finalized for 

the mid-semester review. Only slight 
adjustments to the floor plans were needed 
before completion. 

The elevations were not yet completely finalized. 
Height adjustments were made to the apartment 
setbacks on the third level to give each outdoor 
space a sense of separation. Brick patterns were 
added to the elevations to improve visual 
continuity. Wall sections and structural aspects 
were adjusted in the parking garage space to 
adjust the overall height of the building. 

Exterior perspective views were finalized 
^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ . ^ ^ • « « ; y , following the mid-semester review. An 

[ 4.7 Exterior Perspective additional interior perspective of one of the 
' apartment spaces was added to the layout as 
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ISite Plan 

+ 

18th Street 

5.1 Site Plan scale: 1 " = 50' 
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scale: 1 " = 40' 

Room Name Legend 

1 - Retail Sales 
2 - Storage 
3 Office 
4 - Lobby 

5 - Mechanical/Storage 
6. Parking Garage Space 

4-. 
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scale: 1 " = 40' 

Room Name Legend 

1 Lobby 
2 - Storage 

3 Living Space 
4 - Bedroom 

5 Outdoor Balcony 
6 - Lounge 

7 Laundry 
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Elevations 
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5.5 North Elevation 

5.6 South Elevation 
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5.7 West Elevation 

scale: 1" = 40' 

scale: 1" = 4 0 " " 
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scale: 1 " = 40' 
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5.8 East Elevation 
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Building Sections 
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5.9 Longitudinal Section scale: 1 " = 40' 

5.10 Lateral Section scale: 1" = 40' 
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Exterior Perspective 

5.11 Northwest Perspective 
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Exterior Perspective 
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Interior Perspective 

5.14 Restaurant Perspective 
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Interior Perspective 

5.16 Apartment Perspective 
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Structural Axonometric 

8" hollow core concrete panel-

+ 

5.17 Structural Axonometric scale: unknown 
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Wall Section 
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5.18 Wall section detail scale: unknown 
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Final Layout 

REOIONALI/M IN THE 21/T CENTURY: 
A MixEi>-U/E BUILDING IN 

LUBBOCK, TEXA/ 
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5.23 The final layout 
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